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Purpose: We investigate biases in the assessments of left ventricular function (LVF),
by compressed sensing (CS)-cine magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Materials and Methods: Cardiovascular cine images with short axis view, were
obtained for 8 volunteers without CS. LVFs were assessed with subsampled data, with
compression factors (CF) of 2, 3, 4, and 8. A semi-automatic segmentation program
was used, for the assessment. The assessments by 3 CS methods (ITSC, FOCUSS, and
view sharing (VS)), were compared to those without CS. Bland-Altman analysis and
paired t-test were used, for comparison. In addition, real-time CS-cine imaging was
also performed, with CF of 2, 3, 4, and 8 for the same volunteers. Assessments of LVF
were similarly made, for CS data. A fixed compensation technique is suggested, to
reduce the bias.
Results: The assessment of LVF by CS-cine, includes bias and random noise. Bias
appeared much larger than random noise. Median of end-diastolic volume (EDV)
with CS-cine (ITSC or FOCUSS) appeared -1.4% to -7.1% smaller, compared to that
of standard cine, depending on CF from (2 to 8). End-systolic volume (ESV) appeared
+1.6% to +14.3% larger, stroke volume (SV), -2.4% to -16.4% smaller, and ejection
fraction (EF), -1.1% to -9.2% smaller, with P < 0.05. Bias was reduced from -5.6% to
-1.8% for EF, by compensation applied to real-time CS-cine (CF = 8).
Conclusion: Loss of temporal resolution by adopting missing data from nearby
cardiac frames, causes an underestimation for EDV, and an overestimation for ESV,
resulting in underestimations for SV and EF. The bias is not random. Thus it should
be removed or reduced for better diagnosis. A fixed compensation is suggested, to
reduce bias in the assessment of LVF.
Keywords: Cardiovascular cine MRI; Left ventricular function; Compressed sensing;
Bias; Compensation

INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular cine MRI has been recognized, as an accurate noninvasive method
for assessing left ventricular function (1, 2). For cardiovascular cine MRI, CS is a useful
technique to reduce scan time, thereby keeping high temporal and spatial resolutions,
without high-end hardware (3-6). The CS technique has often been combined with
www.i-mri.org
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parallel imaging, to reduce scan time further (7-11). Since
cardiac cine MRI data are acquired in k-t space, spatial
and temporal resolutions are interrelated. Performance of
the CS method is often evaluated with undersampled data,
once full data is acquired, and normalized mean square
error (NMSE) of the reconstructed images is evaluated, as a
function of CF with respect to reference images without CS
(12).
Assessment of LVF using cardiovascular cine MRI (termed
as “standard cine”), has been widely used for clinical
applications (13-16). EDV, ESV, SV, mass, and EF are often
used as the LVF parameters (17-20). Influence of spatial
and temporal resolutions on LVF parameters in standard
cine MRI, was reported (21). Cardiovascular cine MRI with
CS (termed as “CS-cine”), has also been used for clinical
applications (22-25). Biases were observed in assessment of
LVF by CS-cine in several reports (23, 24, 26); however, they
were often attributed to experimental errors due to cardiac
and respiratory motions, or inaccurate segmentation of
blood volume (26, 27). In this paper, we investigate bias,
separately from other experimental or physiological errors.
Bias is different from random noise. It could be reduced by
proper compensation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
There are several sources of error in the assessment of
LVF by cardiovascular cine MRI. Inaccurate localization of
selection planes due to cardiac and respiratory motions,
is one of the error sources. Inconsistent segmentation of
the ventricular volume is another error source. The CS-cine
introduces additional error due to sparse sampling, resulting
in loss of spatial and temporal resolution. To separate
the error by CS-cine from other sources, we generated
undersampled data sets, from fully acquired data set
retrospectively, thereby excluding errors due to cardiac and
respiratory motion. An automatic segmentation program
was developed, to ensure consistent segmentation.
Eight healthy volunteers (7 male and 1 female, age =
24.9 ± 2.23, BMI = 22.0 ± 1.77 kg/m2) participated in the
experiments. Standard cine MRI data with a short axis
view, were acquired from a 3.0T MRI system (Siemens,
Magnetom Trio, Erlangen, Germany). A segmented cine
imaging (28) with a balanced steady state free precession
(SSFP) sequence (29), was used with parameters: repetition
time (TR) = 3.88 ms, echo time = 1.94 ms, views per
segment (VPS) = 8, flip angle = 47°, transverse resolution
www.i-mri.org

= 1.37 mm × 1.37 mm, slice thickness = 8 mm, fieldof-view = 350 mm × 350 mm, and number of slices =
12. A sensitivity encoding (SENSE) factor of 2 was used,
throughout the experiments. The data set acquired without
CS, were defined as ‘fully acquired data set’. From the fully
acquired data set, 4 undersampled data sets were generated
with CF = 2, 3, 4, and 8. In addition, CS-cine imaging to
acquire undersampled data directly, was also conducted.
We referred to ‘real-time CS-cine’ to emphasize direct
undersampling, in contrast to retrospective undersampling
after full acquisition. Progressive ECG gating was used,
for measurements with a breath-hold. All the studies
were approved by the Institutional Review Board. Written
informed consents were obtained, from all participating
volunteers.
Three CS methods were used for comparison: FOCal
Underdetermined System Solver (FOCUSS) (30), Iterative
Truncation of Small transformed Coefficients (ITSC) (12),
and view sharing (VS) (31). VS may not be considered
as CS; however it was included, as a simple example of
sparse sampling. Each CS method used its own sampling
strategy, e.g., FOCUSS and ITSC used random sampling, with
given probability density functions, while VS used periodic
sampling with one sampling shifted for each cardiac frame.
Only even phase encoding locations were used for all the
methods, to combine CS with parallel imaging (SENSE factor
= 2). Once reconstruction for CS is done, folded images are
obtained, which are unfolded by SENSE reconstruction in
separation, to CS for all the methods, as shown in Figure 1
(12).
We used a home-built automatic program, to segment the
left ventricular volume. Only two seed points are required,
to segment entire multi-slice cardiac cine images; one at
the inside left ventricle, and the other at the myocardium.
Then the seed points automatically change their locations,
depending on cardiac phase and slice position. The program
starts with a threshold set by the middle value of the means
of the pixels, around seed points. After segmentation of
the left ventricle and myocardium by the threshold, the
threshold is updated by the middle value of the means of
the segmented pixels, of the ventricle and myocardium. A
refined segmentation is then performed, using the updated
threshold. Since most of the pixels in the myocardium
and the ventricle are involved to update the threshold,
initial seed locations are not critical to segmentation. The
segmentation method is applied for all the cardiac slices,
irrespective of CS method and CF.
The assessment of LVF by cine without CS (CF = 1) was
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chosen as the ground truth. Normalized difference (ND) is
defined as the difference of the assessments by CS-cine
and CS-standard (reference) divided by that of CS-standard,
given by

NDQ =

QCS - Qref
×100 [%]
Qref

[1],

where Q represents EDV, ESV, SV, and EF. Mass was
excluded in this study due to the difficulties in defining
epicardium of the left ventricle by the segmentation
program. The normalization reduces personal variations of
the quantities. Bias is defined by the mean of NDs. Effect of
random sampling for CS may appear random noise on ND.
The random noise is relatively small if CF is not too high,
thus is not considered in this analysis.
Since the bias has a fixed polarity, it can be compensated.
If we introduce a compensation factor  such that

QC = Q /(1+)

[2]

where, Q C is compensated value from the initial
assessment, Q by CS-cine. The factor is to compensate for
the amount of underestimation or overestimation. Note
that the factor  is similar to ND in Eq. [1], thus  may be
chosen as the mean of NDs, by which the average bias can
be removed. Once the EDV and ESV are compensated, then
SV and EF will subsequently be compensated by definition.

a

RESULTS
Figure 2 shows NDs for EDV and ESV for 8 volunteers
for three CS methods as a function of CF. Volunteers are
represented by different marks and colors. Mean and
median values of ND for 8 volunteers are shown in broken
and solid lines, respectively. Figure 2 shows that as CF
increases, mean and median values of NDs for EDV decrease,
while those of ESV increase. Larger NDs are observed for
VS, compared to those for FOCUSS and ITSC. Figure 3 shows
that mean and median values of NDs for SV decrease, as
CF increases. Since SV is defined by EDV-ESV, SV decreases
more rapidly as CF increases. The EF defined by SV/EDV
decreases as CF increases, since SV decreases more rapidly
than EDV. The trends (decreases of EDV, SV, and EF, and an
increase of ESV) are consistent, regardless of CS method.
Table 1 summarizes the median, mean, and standard
deviation (SD) of NDs for 8 volunteers. Table 1 shows means
of NDs for ITSC and FOCUSS varied -1.3% to -8.7% for
EDV, +1.8% to +16.3% for ESV, -2.3% to -17.4% for SV,
and -1.0% to -9.6% for EF for the change of CF from 2 to
8. The means of NDs for VS had much larger variations. In
most of the cases medians of NDs were slightly lower than
means. P-value, the probability that has no systematic bias
between CS-cine and standard cine, appeared less than 5%.
Thus, no systematic bias is hardly acceptable.
Figure 4 shows Bland-Altman plots for LVFs assessed by
CS-cine (FOCUSS with CF = 4) and standard cine. Mean of

b

Fig. 1. Reconstructions for CS and parallel imaging, are performed sequentially. First, (a) reconstruction for CS is performed,
and folded image is obtained, and then (b) SENSE reconstruction is applied to the folded image, to obtain unfolded image.
Only even phase encoding locations are used.
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Fig. 2. Normalized differences for EDV and ESV for 8 volunteers are depicted, as a function of CF for 3 CS methods. Mean
and median of the normalized differences, are shown in broken and solid lines, respectively.

Table 1. The Median, Mean, SD, and P Values of the Normalized Differences of LVF for 8 Volunteers are Summarized for 3 CS-cine
Methods
LVF

CF = 2
CS
method median mean SD
ITSC

CF = 3
P

median mean

CF = 4
SD

P

median mean

CF = 8
SD

P

median mean

SD

P

-1.97

-2.12

2.27

3.50

-1.67

-1.78

2.05

4.63

-2.47

-2.33

2.44

3.25

-4.52

-4.25

2.82

0.59

EDV FOCUSS

-1.38

-1.26

0.66

0.11

-2.21

-2.33

1.37

0.24

-3.19

-3.68

2.01

0.12

-7.06

-8.71

4.75

0.13

VS

-1.48

-1.54

1.76

4.76

-3.39

-3.42

3.02

1.14

-5.14

-5.52

3.87

0.80

-11.01 -11.72

6.00

0.05

1.60

2.20

2.60

4.88

2.72

3.84

3.70

1.76

4.08

6.07

5.08

0.10

8.29

5.91

0.03

ESV FOCUSS

1.65

1.81

1.54

0.27

4.55

4.87

2.03

0.01

5.86

7.18

4.69

0.01

14.28 16.34

6.28

0.01

VS

3.14

3.60

2.33

0.01

4.49

4.68

3.48

0.15

8.66

9.57

4.86

0.00

20.90 21.49

9.66

0.01

ITSC

-3.02

-3.46

2.91

1.63

-4.20

-3.60

2.97

1.38

-5.55

-4.93

3.34

0.57

-8.18

-8.35

3.37

0.09

FOCUSS

-2.39

-2.28

0.89

0.03

-4.88

-4.82

1.62

0.01

-7.93

-7.32

2.51

0.01 -16.39 -17.43

4.97

0.01

VS

-3.30

-3.22

2.27

0.57

-6.52

-5.92

4.16

0.46

-9.45 -10.58

4.38

0.10 -24.08 -23.14

7.64

0.01

ITSC

-1.15

-1.38

1.07

0.82

-1.67

-1.86

1.44

0.77

-2.56

-2.68

1.32

0.11

-4.47

-4.30

1.17

0.00

FOCUSS

-1.09

-1.03

0.43

0.03

-2.41

-2.56

0.67

0.00

-3.80

-3.79

1.15

0.00

-9.18

-9.57

1.98

0.00

VS

-1.55

-1.71

0.71

0.03

-2.85

-2.62

1.50

0.18

-5.35

-5.38

1.05

0.00 -11.94 -13.05

4.20

0.00

ITSC

SV

EF

5.93

All the units are in percentage.
CF = compression factor; CS = compressed sensing; EDV = end-diastolic volume; EF = ejection fraction; ESV = end-systolic volume; FOCUSS = FOCal Underdetermined
System Solver; LVF = left ventricular function; ITSC = Iterative Truncation of Small transformed Coefficients; SD = standard deviation; SV = stroke volume; VS = view
sharing
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difference (denoted as ‘Mean’) and range of 95% confidence
interval of the mean difference (CIMD), are shown in blue
solid and dashed lines, respectively. The 95% confidence
interval of the difference (CID), is also shown in dark-brown
dotted lines (denoted as ‘+/- 1.96 SD’). The SD is due to
personal variations of LVFs. P-value is shown in parenthesis
next to mean of difference. If P < 0.05, there is a high
possibility of systematic bias. The Student’s t-distribution is
used for evaluating CIMD and P-value, since the number of
volunteers is not large. The Bland-Altman analysis reveals
that mean differences between CS-cine and the standard
cine are -3.2 ml for EDV (95% CID, -6.5 ml to 0.2 ml), 1.5
ml for ESV (95% CID, 0.4 ml to 2.6 ml), -4.7 ml for SV (95%
CID, -8.0 ml to -1.4 ml, and -2.8% for EF (95% CID, -4.4%
to -1.1%). Figure 4 confirms that significant biases exist,
between CS-cine and standard cine for all EDV, ESV, SV, and
EF, with P < 0.005.
Retrospective undersampling after full acquisition of cine
data, may not be practical for clinical applications. BlandAltman plots for real-time CS-cine and standard cine,
are shown in Figure 5. For real-time CS-cine, 8 slices, per
breath-hold are acquired (CF = 8) directly by ITSC. Mean
differences appeared larger compared to those in Figure 4,
due to larger CF. Larger SD, thereby larger CID and CIMD

are found in Figure 5, since real-time CS-cine is measured
separately, not undersampled from the data of standard
cine. Thus, experimental variations are involved. Figure 5
shows that significant biases exist, between real-time CScine and standard cine (P < 0.02), implying that the biases
are larger, than the experimental variations for the case of
CF = 8. The Bland-Altman analysis in Figure 5 shows that
the mean differences between real-time CS-cine (CF = 8)
and standard cine, are -6.0 ml for EDV (95% CID, -16.9 ml
to 5.0 ml), 3.1 ml for ESV (95% CID, -1.3 ml to 7.6 ml), -9.1
ml for SV (95% CID, -19.5 ml to 1.3 ml), and -5.6% for EF
(95% CID, -10.1% to -1.2%).
Bland-Altman plots shown in Figure 4, are redrawn in
Figure 6, with compensation. Mean differences change to
0.1 ml for EDV (95% CID, -3.7 ml to 3.8 ml), -0.2 ml for ESV
(95% CID, -1.6 ml to 1.2 ml), 0.3 ml for SV (95% CID, -4.3
ml to 4.9 ml), and 0.3% for EF (95% CID, -2.1% to 2.6%).
Note that biases shown in Figure 4, almost disappear in
Figure 6 with P > 0.46. Similarly, Bland-Altman plots shown
in Figure 5, are redrawn in Figure 7 with compensation.
Mean differences appear -2.3 ml for EDV (95% CID, -13.5
ml to 9.0 ml), 1.1 ml for ESV (95% CID, -3.2 ml to 5.3 ml),
-3.3 ml for SV (95% CID, -14.4 ml to 7.8 ml), and -1.8%
for EF (95% CID, -6.8% to 3.1%). Figure 7 also shows the

Fig. 3. Normalized differences for SV and EF for 8 volunteers are shown, as a function of CF for 3 CS methods. Mean and
median are shown in broken and solid lines.
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biases are substantially reduced (0.1 < P < 0.3), although
compensation is not as perfect as the previous case shown
in Figure 6, due to the experimental error involved.

Compressed sensing (CS) has been widely used for
cardiovascular cine MRI, due to high temporal correlation
in cine images and easy implementation on existing MRI
system, without additional high-performance hardware.
Most studies have concluded that CS-cine, is as good as

standard cine for diagnosis. However, small differences
were observed between assessments, by standard cine and
CS-cine in some reports. Such differences were not fully
investigated, since they were mixed with experimental
variations, due to cardiac and respiratory motions, and
subjective segmentation.
Three CS methods (FOCUSS, ITSC, and VS) were used, for
assessment of LVF. The FOCUSS iteratively finds a solution
(reconstruction) by the weighted L2-norm minimization, by
assigning the currently reconstructed image, as the weight
matrix for the next iteration, by which minimization of
L1-norm is achieved. The ITSC tries L1-norm minimization

a

b

c

d

DISCUSSION

Fig. 4. Bland-Altman plots for assessments of LVF by CS-cine (FOCUSS, CF = 4) and standard cine: (a) EDV, (b) ESV, (c) SV,
and (d) EF. Mean of difference (‘Mean’) and range of 95% confidence interval of the mean difference (CIMD), are shown in
blue solid and dashed lines. The 95% confidence interval of the difference (CID), is also shown in dark-brown dotted lines.
P-value is shown next to the mean of difference. Significant biases (P < 0.005) are found for all EDV, ESV, SV, and EF.
www.i-mri.org
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by truncating small coefficients in a transformed space,
yet restoring measured data in k-space iteratively, until
reconstructed images converge. VS shares data at nearby
cardiac frames in k-space, with conventional Fourier
transform for reconstruction.
In cardiac cycle, EDV (or ESV) is assessed at the phase
when blood volume reaches a maximum (or a minimum).
Practically, a time duration (e.g., VPS × TR [s] for the
segmented cine MRI) rather than an instance, is allowed to
form a cardiac frame, to reduce scan time. Thus, an average
volume for duration, is assessed for EDV or ESV effectively.
For CS-cine, the time duration is further extended, by
adopting missing data at nearby cardiac frames. Extended
time duration attenuates peaks for EDV and ESV, due to

time average effects. The SV that is given by (EDV - ESV)
would be further reduced. The EF that is given by (SV/EDV)
would also be reduced. Thus, loss of temporal resolution
results in negative biases for EDV, SV, and EF, and a positive
bias for ESV as shown in Figures 2 and 3. As CF increases,
amounts of bias increase, due to lengthier time average
effects. Since the biases for EDV and ESV have opposite
polarities, they cannot be considered results of blurring or
filtering.
As to the total number of subjects (= 8), it may be
marginal. However, it was not easy to measure cine data
for various CFs. For example, 12 breath-holds were needed
for the acquisition of 12 slices without compression (CF =
1), 6 breath-holds for the real-time CS-cine with CF = 2,

a

b

c

d

Fig. 5. Bland-Altman plots for assessments of LVF by real time CS-cine (ITSC, CF = 8) and standard cine: (a) EDV, (b) ESV, (c)
SV, and (d) EF. Significant biases are found for all EDV, ESV, SV, and EF (P < 0.02).
120
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4 breath-holds for CF = 3, 3 breath-holds for CF = 4, and
2 breath-holds for CF = 8. Thus, a total of 27 breath-holds
were needed, for the study for each volunteer. Since the
biases appeared consistent (negative biases for EDV, SV, and
EF, and positive bias for ESV, and larger biases with higher
CF) for all the volunteers, it could be concluded, that the
biases are due to loss of temporal resolution by CS-cine. The
biases were also consistent with previous publications (23,
24, 26).
Biases are clearly seen in Figure 4 and 5, with BlandAltman plots. For example zero points (null bias) are far
out CIMD for EDV, ESV, SV, and EF in Figures 4 and 5.
Differences between assessments by CS-cine and standard
cine, appeared as large as -2.8% to -5.6% for EF with

CF from 4 to 8. Such bias could influence diagnosis.
For example, approximately 10% variation of EF, could
shift diagnostic categories, from “mildly abnormal” to
“moderately abnormal” to “severely abnormal” (32, 33).
Thus, the bias should not be ignored.
Since the bias has a fixed polarity and magnitude, it
can be reduced by proper compensation. We proposed a
fixed compensation model for given CS and CF, equivalent
to moving the bias by a fixed amount. Choosing the
compensation factor as the mean of NDs, the bias is
reduced substantially, as shown in Figure 6. In real-time
CS-cine, compensation may not be achieved perfectly,
since there are experimental and physiological variations.
Figure 7 shows that the compensation works properly even

a

b

c

d

Fig. 6. Bland-Altman plots for assessments of LVF by CS-cine (FOCUSS, CF = 4) and standard cine after compensation: (a)
EDV, (b) ESV, (c) SV, and (d) EF. As shown, biases are reduced substantially for all EDV, ESV, SV, and EF.
www.i-mri.org
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a

b

c

d

Fig. 7. Bland-Altman plots for assessments of LVF by real-time CS-cine (ITSC, CF = 8) and standard cine after compensation:
(a) EDV, (b) ESV, (c) SV, and (d) EF.
under such variations, implying that the biases are larger
than the variations. Furthermore, experimental variations
would continue decreasing, with improvements of hardware
and imaging techniques. Note that compensation removes
an average bias, not an individual bias. A more elaborate
compensation technique may be developed.
In conclusion, we investigate the error in the assessment
of LVF by CS-cine, dominated by bias. The bias is due to
a loss of temporal resolution by adopting missing data,
from nearby cardiac frames in CS-cine. The bias can be
as large as -1.1% to -9.2% for EF with CF from 2 to 8,
which can generate a problem in diagnosis. We proposed
a simple compensation technique, to reduce the bias with
a fixed compensation factor. With compensation, bias
122

is reduced substantially for CS-cine with a retrospective
undersampling, as well as with a prospective undersampling
(real-time CS-cine). Thus, compensation is useful, in
improving assessment of LVF.
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